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Abstract 

We consider the weak regularity problem of posed-well-pL  linear systems 

( )∞<≤ p1  in Banach state spaces when its associated unbounded controllers 
take values in the extrapolated Favard class. We prove that this type of 

posed-well-pL  linear systems are weakly regular and this regularity is output 
operators independent up to the well-posedness, provided the associated state 
spaces are non-reflexive and that the adjoint of its associated semigroups are 
strongly continuous on the dual of its state space. As applications, we consider a 
class of boundary control systems and a class of well-posed bilinear systems 
introduced in [2]. 
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1. Introduction 

Many infinite-dimensional systems can be described by the equations 
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on a triple of Banach spaces, namely, the input space U, the state space 
X, and the output space Y. We have ( ) ( ) ( ) ,,, XtxtvUtu ∈∈∈ C  and 

( ) .Yty ∈  The operators ,,, bl BBA  and C are usually unbounded. It is 

often convenient to use the “integral” representation of the system, which 
consists of the four operators from the initial state 0x  and the input 

function u (or v) to the final state ( )tx  and the output function y by 

( ) ( ) ( )
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Here, ( )tT  is the semigroup generated by A (which maps the initial state 0x  

into the final state ( )) l
ttx Φ,  (resp., b

tΦ ) is the controllability map, and Ψ  

is the observability map. The operators L  and F  are the input-output 
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and the “input and state”- output maps, respectively (see the notation in 
Sections 2 and 4). The well-posedness assumption is that (1.3) (resp., (1.4)) 

behaves well in an pL  (resp., ( )qpL , )-setting for some [ ]∞∈ ,1p  (resp., 

[ ]∞∈ ,1, qp ), i.e., ( ) Xtx ∈  and ( )YLy p ;loc
+∈ R  depend continuously on 

Xx ∈0  and ( )ULu p ;loc
+∈ R  ( ( ))..,resp loc

+∈ RpLv  If this is the case, 

we call the operators ( )LT ,,, ΨΦl  ( ( ))FT ,,,.,resp ΨΦb  a well-posed 

linear (resp., bilinear) system on ( )YXU ,,  (resp., on ( )YX , ). A complete 

reference about well-posed linear systems can be found in [20].            
Well-posed bilinear systems where recently introduced in [2] and its set 
of known properties was studied in [2]. This class of systems has been 
introduced to allow us to study a class of bilinear systems with 
unbounded control and observation operators. There is an almost one-to-
one correspondence between (1.1) and (1.3) (resp., (1.2) and (1.4)): most 
well-posed linear (resp., bilinear) systems can be represented as in (1.1) 
(resp., (1.2)). These linear and bilinear systems are called regular (weakly 
regular) (see Definitions 2.3 and 4.6). Regular (weakly regular) well-
posed linear and bilinear systems are characterized in Weiss [26, 19]; and 
Bounit-Idrissi [2], respectively. However, there do exist irregular well-
posed linear systems, and this may happen, for example, in the most 
commonly studied case where 2=p  and YXU ,,  are Hilbert spaces. 

This is not the case for a class of well-posed bilinear systems as we shall 
see in this paper. The authors in [18, 20] were interested in the 
regularity of the two extreme cases 1=p  and ,∞=p  which are 

especially useful in the proof of regularity of the solution to an optimal 
control problem for a stable parabolic systems [21] and they are well 

studied in [18-20]. In particular, it was been proved in [20] that all 1L -
well-posed linear systems are weakly regular, and they are regular 
whenever the state space is reflexive or the output space is finite 
dimensional (see [20, Theorem 5.6.6 and Lemma 5.7.1 (ii)]). The weak 
regularity on general Banach state spaces [20, Theorem 5.6.6], was 
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obtained by the representation theorem on multipliers on 1L  (see [3, 4]). 
A stronger version of [20, Theorem 5.6.6] was announced in [26, Remark 
3.9] but without proof. 

Why should the weak regularity problem be considered in more 
generality than for ?1=p  One hand, since we prove in Proposition 3.2 

that the space of the admisslble-1L  control operators are those which has 

its range contained in a very small superspace of X called the 
extrapolated Favard class, which constitutes an extension of                  
[23, Theorem 4.8]. Secondly, the main type of problems we have in mind, 
are equations with some kind of boundary control systems (e.g., systems 
with delay), taking values in, e.g., Hilbert state spaces, frequently just in 

.nR  Typical equations of this type are delay equations, or models of age-
structured populations. Semigroup settings can be applied to such 
equations by blowing up the state space, working with semigroups-0C  in 

spaces like ([ ] )nrC R;0,−  or ([ ] ).;0,1 nrL R−  In many examples of this 

type, we encounter the situation that the control operator, though not 
bounded from the control space U into X, has its range contained in 
extrapolated Favard class. This is the case for all examples which can be 
handled by the settings using Greiner’s estimate on the Dirichlet 
operator [22]. Also, the well-posed bilinear systems as introduced in [2] 
are among systems having this property. 

The paper is organized as follows: The next section is devoted to 
necessary notations and background on well-posed and regular and 
weakly regular linear systems. Section 3 is devoted to proving our 
results. In Section 4, we present some applications to a class of boundary 
control problems and to the well-posed bilinear system introduced in [2]. 
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2. Background on Well-Posed Linear System 

In this section, we recall in a very sketchy way some definitions and 
results on well-posed linear systems introduced by Salamon and Weiss 
(see [16, 26, 27]).  

We fix some notations which will be used throughout this paper.      
For a complex Banach space E and [ ],,1 ∞+∈p  we denote by 

[ [ ( ) ( ),,,,,,0 locloc ELEELE pppp
+++ ==∞+= RRR  and gf

τ
◊  the           

τ -concatenation of f and g for 0≥τ  is defined by 

( )( ) ( )

( )
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The norm of any other Banach space, say E, will be specified by E⋅  and 

we denote the space of bounded linear operators from E to another 
Banach space F by ( ).; FEL  

Definition 2.1 ([26]). Let YXU ,,  be Banach spaces and ,1 +∞≤≤ p   

an posed-well-pL  linear system on ( ),,, YXU  for state space X, input 

space U and output space Y, is the quadruple ( ),,,, LT ΨΦ=∑ l
l  where 

(i) ( )( ) 0≥= ttTT  is a semigroup-0C  of bounded linear operators on X. 

(ii) ( ) 0≥Φ=Φ t
l
t

l  is a family of operators in ( )XU p ,L  such that 

( ) ( ) ,vutvu l
t

ll
t Φ+Φ=◊Φ + τττ T  (2.1) 

for any pUvu ∈,  and any .0, ≥tτ  

(iii) ( ) 0≥Ψ=Ψ tt  is a family of operators in ( )pYX ,L  such that 

( ) ,xxx tt τ
τττ TΨ◊Ψ=Ψ +  (2.2) 

for any Xx ∈  and any ,0, ≥tτ  and .00 =Ψ  
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(iv) ( ) 0≥= ttLL  is a family of operators in ( )pp YU ,L  such that 

( ) ( ),vuuvu t
l

tt LLL +ΦΨ◊=◊+ τττττ  (2.3) 

for any pUvu ∈,  and any ,0, ≥tτ  and .00 =L  

By a well-posed linear system, we mean a system which is 

posed-well-pL  for some .1, ∞≤≤ pp  The different components of a 

well-posed linear system ( )LT ,,, ΨΦl  are called as follows: T  is the                    

0C -semigroup, lΦ  is the controllability map, Ψ  is the observability map, 

and L  is the input-output map. The state ( ) Xtx ∈  at time +∈ Rt  and 

the output pYy loc∈  of with initial time zero, initial state Xx ∈0  and 

input function pUu loc∈  are given by (1.3). The maps Ψ  and L  are 

studied in [24, 26, 27]. 

Now, if we regard tΨ  (resp., tL ) as elements of ( )pYX loc,L  

( ( )),,.,resp locloc
pp YUL  then these operators have a strong limit as +∞→t  

denoted by ( )∞∞Ψ L.,resp  called the extended output (resp., input/output) 

map of  Ψ  (resp., of L ). Thus, the operator ( )tL.,respτΨ  are obtained 

by truncation as follows: ( )0.,resp0
ττττ ◊=◊Ψ=Ψ ∞∞ LL  for all .0≥τ  

Thus, the composition properties (2.2) and (2.3) have the following 
extension: 

( ) ,xxx τ
τ

T∞∞∞ Ψ◊Ψ=Ψ  

for any Xx ∈  and any .0≥τ  

( ) ( ),vuuvu l
∞∞∞∞ +ΦΨ◊=◊ LLL τττ

 

for any pUvu loc, ∈  and any .0≥τ  
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Before introducing the operators lB  and C in (1.1), we need two 

auxiliary spaces 1X  and .1−X  The spaces 1X  and 1−X  are defined as 

follows: ( ( ) ),, 11 ⋅= ADX  where A is the generator of semigroup-0C  T  

and ( ) XxAIx −λ=1  (for some λ  fixed in the resolvent set ( )Aρ  of A), 

and 1−X  is the completion of X with respect to the norm 

( ) .1
1 XxAIx −
− −λ=  These spaces are independent of the choice of λ  

and are related by the following continuous and dense injections: 

.11 −XXX
dd
  

The semigroup T  can be restricted to a semigroup-0C  1T  on ,1X  

with generator denoted by ( ( )),, 11 ADA  and can be extended to a                 

semigroup-0C  1−T  on ,1−X  with generator denoted by ( ( ))., 11 −− ADA  

For ( ),Aρ∈λ  the resolvent operator ( ) ( ) 1, −−λ=λ AIAR  and its 

extension ( ) ( ) 1
11, −
−− −λ=λ AIAR  are isomorphisms from X to 1X  and 

from 1−X  to X, respectively. In particular, ( ) ( ) ( ) XADAA =ρ=ρ −− 11 ,  

and the norm of X is equivalent to the graph norm of .1−A  More 

information on the spaces 1X  and 1−X  can be found, for example, in [9]. 

Proposition 2.2 ([23]). Every pL -well-posed linear system =∑l  

( )LT ,,, ΨΦl  on ( )YXU ,,  has a unique control operator ( ),, 1−∈ XUBl L  

determined by the fact that the state ( )tx  of l∑  defined in (1.3) is given by 

the standard variation of constants formula for (1.1), i.e., 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .1
0

0 dssuBstxttx l
t

−+= −∫ TT  

This formula is valid for all Xx ∈0  and all pUu loc∈  if l∑  is               

posedwellLp --  for some .∞<p  
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In the other words, ( )⋅x  is the strong solution of the equation 

( ) ( ) ( )tuBtAxtx l+=  with initial state 0x  at initial time zero, and input 

function u. The existence of a unique ( pL -admissible) control operator 

lB  for ∞<p  associated to ( ),, lΦT  i.e., for all pUu loc∈  and ,+∈ Rt  one 

has 

( ) ( ) ,1
0

dssuBstu l
tl

t −=Φ −∫ T  

which is proved in [16, 23]. 

It also has a unique observation operator ( )YXC ,1L∈  (see [24, 

Theorem 3.3]) for all values of [ ],;1 ∞∈p  which is determined by the fact 

that the state output map Ψ  in (1.3) is given by (for all +∈ Rt ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ., 1000 XxxtCtx ∈∀=Ψ∞ T   (2.4) 

Conversely, an operator ( )YXC ,1L∈  is called an admissible observation 

operator with exponent p, if the estimate 

( ) ,
0

pppt
xdxC γ≤∫ ττT  

holds for some (hence all) 0>t  and all ( )ADx ∈  with constant  

( ) 0>γ=γ t  (see [24]). 

We denote by ( ) ( ( ))TT ,,.,resp,, YXXU pp OA  the space of          

admissible-pL  control (resp., observation) operators for A. Actually, by 

saying ( ),,, TXUB pA∈  we means that ( )1, −∈ XUB L  and that 

( ) ( ) ,1
0

XdssBust
t

∈−−∫ T  

for any 0>t  and any pUu loc∈  (see [23]). 
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The control operator lB  is said to be bounded if the range of lB  lies 

in X, in which case ( )., XUB L∈  The observation operator C is said to 

be bounded if it is continuous with respect to the norm of X, i.e., if it can 
be extended to an operator in ( )., YXL  

For ,∞<p  it is possible to give a similar expression of  x∞Ψ  as in 

(2.4) even if .1Xx ∈/  More precisely, if we introduce the L-extension of C, 

( ) .lim: 0
0

0 σσ= ∫ dxCxCL T
τ

0τ τ
 (2.5) 

with domain ( ( ( ) )LCDLCD ⋅,  consisting of all Xx ∈  for which the 

limit in (2.5) exits in Y with 

( ) ( ]
( ) YXCD xdCxx

L
σσ+= ∫∈

T
τ

τ τ 01,0

1sup:  

(see [24, 27] for details), then for almost every ,0≥t  the function ∞Ψ  

from (1.3) is given by 

( ) ( ) ( ) .00 xtCtx LT=Ψ∞  

The weak L-extension of C, denoted by ,wLC  as introduced in [19] is 

defined in the same way, but the strong limit is replaced by the weak 
limit. 

Although the range of lB  is contained in a space larger than X, its 

admissibility guarantees only the existence of a solution ( )XCx ;+∈ R  

for (1.1) (see Theorem 2.2) for a given function .loc
pUu ∈  Since the      

admissible-pL  output operator C is not defined on all of X, additional 

hypotheses will be needed to make sense of the output ( ),ty  which is the 

strong (or weak) regularity in the sense of Salamon-Weiss as introduced 
in [26], or equivalently, the triple ( )CBA l ,,  generates a (weakly) 

regular posed-well-pL  linear system. 
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The following definition has been introduced in Weiss [23, 26]. 

Definition 2.3. A well-posed linear system ( )LT ,,, ΨΦ=∑ l
l  is 

called regular if and only if for ,Uu ∈  the following limit exists in Y: 

( ) ( ) ,11lim
0

Dudssu =⊗∞∫ L
τ

0τ τ
 (2.6) 

where u⊗1  is the constant function on +R  equal to u and the limit is 

taken in Y. 

l∑  is called weakly-regular, if the above limit exists only in the weak 

topology. In either case, the operator D defined by (2.6) associated to ∞L  

is called feed through operator and that ( )YUD ,L∈  follows from the 

uniform boundedness principle. 

This concept of regularity was studied in [26], and several equivalent 
characterizations of it are available, see [26]. We consider the following 
characterization to be the most basic one. 

Theorem 2.4. Let ( )LT ,,, ΨΦ=∑ l
l  be a well-posed linear system 

on ( )YXU ,,  and lB  be the control operator associated to ( ),, lΦT  and C 

be the observation operator associated to ( ),, ΨT  then the following 

statements are equivalent: 

(i) l∑  is regular (resp., weakly regular). 

(ii) There exists ( )As ρ∈  such that ( ) ( )Ll CDUBAsR ⊂−1,  ( .,resp  

( ) ( ))., 1 Lwl CDUBAsR ⊂−  

If ,∞<p  then regularity and weak regularity imply that the output 
function can be expressed as in (1.1) (see [26] and [19], respectively). 
More precisely, for almost every ,0≥t  the function ( )ty  from (1.1) is 

given by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))..,resp tDutxCtytDutxCty LwL +=+=  
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3. Main Results 

In this section, we will show how to obtain the weak regularity of an 

posed-well-pL  linear system if its controller takes its range in the 
extrapolated Favard class. As a direct consequence, we will prove in the 
next section that a class of well-posed bilinear system introduced in [2] is 
always weakly regular. 

Let ( )XX ⋅,  be a Banach space and let ( ( )) 0: ≥= ttTT  be a              

0C -semigroup on X, with generator ( )( )., ADA  A Favard class of order α  

with 10 ≤α<  associated to A is 

( ) ( ) ,1sup
10 






 +∞<−∈= ω−

α≤<

α
X

t
t

xxte
t

XxAF T  (3.1) 

for some ,0ω≥ω  where 0ω  is the growth bound of ( )AF α,T  becomes a 
Banach space when is equipped with each of the following equivalent 
norms: 

( ) ( ) ,1sup:
0 X

t
tXAF xxte

t
xx −+= ω−

α>
α T  

or 

( ) ( ) .,sup: XsXAF xAsARsxx α

ω>
+=α  

Similarly, we define the Favard class ( )1−
α AF  associated to .1−A  We 

notice that ( )AF α  is independent of the choice of ,ω  invariant under ,T  
and we have these following embeddings: 

( ) ,1 XAFX  α  

and 

( ) 11 −−
α XAFX   

(see [9, 5, 15]), and ( )1, −λ AR  is also an isomorphism from ( )1−
α AF  to 

( )AF α  for ( ),Aρ∈λ  then ( ) ( ) ( )., 11 −
α

−
α λ= AFARAF  
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In the sequel, we use the notation ( )AF  in the place of ( ).1 AF  If X is 

reflexive, then ( ) ( )ADAF =  (so that the results of our paper are 

interesting only in non-reflexive state spaces). 

We will need the following crucial lemma, which is due to                 
([6, Theorem 9]). A similar version can be found in ([14, Proposition 3.3]) 
and ([15, Lemma 4.3.9]). 

Lemma 3.1. Let ( )( ) 0≥ttT  be a semigroupC -0  of bounded linear 

operators on X, with generator ( )( )., ADA  For all ( )( )AFLf ;,01
loc ∞+∈  

and ,0≥t  we set 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .:
0

dssfsttf
t

−=∗ ∫ TT  

Then one has 

(i) ( ) ( ) ( ).ADtf ∈∗T  

(ii) For ( ),0 Tω>ω  there is a constant K, independent of ( ),, ft  such 

that 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )( ),;,01 AFtL
t

AD fKetf ω≤∗T  

where ( )AD⋅  denotes the graph norm of A, i.e., ( ) ,Axxx AD +=  

( ).ADx ∈  

The following proposition will be needed throughout the paper, which 
is an extension of [23, Theorem 4.8]. 

Proposition 3.2. Let U, X be Banach spaces, and A generate a        
semigroupC -0  T  on X, and ( )1−AF  Favard space defined in (3.1) Then 

we have 

( ) ( ( )).,,, 11 −= AFUXU LA T  
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that, A is invertible 
(indeed, otherwise we can replace A with λ−A  for a certain ( )Aρ∈λ ). 

Let ( ( ))1, −∈ AFUB L  and ,1
locUu ∈  then ( ) ( ( ))1

1
loc , −

+∈⋅ AFLBu R  

and by Lemma 3.1 (i), we have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,11
0

XADdssBust
t

=∈− −−∫ T  

for all ,0≥t  which implies that ( )T,,1 XUB A∈  and thanks to Lemma 

3.1 (ii), there is 0: >= tKK  such that 

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ,;,0,1
0

11 UtLAFU
t

uBKdssBust
−

≤−−∫ LT  

for all .1
locUu ∈  

On the other hand, let ( ).,,1 TXUB A∈  It is enough thanks to the 

closed graph theorem to show that Range ( ) ( )1−⊂ AFB  since 

( ) .11 −− XAF   Recall that in [20, Proposition 4.2.9], it has been proved 

that for [ ],,1 ∞+∈p  the following p-resolvent condition: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ),with,

Re
01,

1
1 As

s
KBAsI pXU ω>ω∈≤− ω

−
− CL  (3.2) 

is necessary for the ityadmissibil-pL  of the operator B. 

In our case (i.e., 1=p ), (3.2) means that for all Uu ∈  

( ) .0allfor1
1 >≤− −
− suKBuAsIs X  

Furthermore, it is easy to observe that 

( ) ( ) .
1

1
11

1
1 −

−
−−

−
− −=− XX BuAsIsABuAsIs   (3.3) 
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Then for all ( )T,,1 XUB A∈  and ,Uu ∈  we have 

( ) ,sup
1

1
11

0
∞<−

−
−

−−
>

Xs
BuAsIsA  

accordingly to (3.2) and (3.3). The fact that ( )
111

0
,sup

−−−
>

Xs
xAsRsA  is an 

equivalent norm on ( ),1−AF  we deduce that ( ),1−∈ AFBu  which end 

the proof.  

Proposition 3.3. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and A generate a               
semigroupC -0  T  on X and ( )YX ,1L∈C  be an observation operator. 

Then we have 

( ) ( ).LwLw CDAD ⊂  

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that, A is invertible. 
Consider the operator ( )YXC ,L∈τ  defined by 

( ) ,:
0

dtxtCxC T∫=
τ

τ τ
 

for all Xx ∈  and .10 ≤< τ  

Let ( )LwADx ∈0  and .∗∗ ∈ Xx  Since ( ),,1 YXCA L∈−  for all 

,∗∗ ∈ Yy  we have 

∗−
→

∗
→

= yxACAyxC ,lim,lim 0
1

000 ττττ
 

( ) ,:with,,lim 1
00

∗∗∗−∗∗
→

∈== XyCAxxxAττ
 

which exists. 

Finally, this implies that ( )LwCDx ∈0  and we have 

,0
1

0 xACAxC LwLw
−=  

which end the proof.  
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It is clear from definition of LA  that ( )LAD  and ( )AD  coincide. 

Thus, if X is reflexive, then we obtain ( ) ( ) ( )ADADAF L ==  (defined in 

(3.1)), which are contained in ( )LwAD  with LwA  is the weak L-extension 

of A. We will be interested in question for what semigroups (on non-
reflexive) Banach spaces, the Favard class ( )AF  is contained in 

( ).LwAD  

The following lemma will be very useful to state our principal result: 

Lemma 3.4. Let X be a non reflexive Banach space, and A generate a 
semigroupC -0  ( )( ) 0≥ttT  on X verifying the following condition: 

( ) ( ( )) ”.C“ 00t
∗

≥
∗ Xonsemigroup aist  -: TH  Then we have 

( ) ( ).LwAD⊂AF  

Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose ( )( ) 0≥ttT  is 

exponentially stable (i.e., ( )AF  is independent to the shifting of the 

semigroup). Consider the operator ( )XA L∈τ  defined by 

( ) ,:
0

dtxtAxA T∫=
τ

τ τ
 

for 10 ≤< τ  and .Xx ∈  

Let .0 Xx ∈  Since there is a bounded sequence ( ) ( )ADx nn ⊂∈N  

such that 0lim xxnn
=

∞→
 in X, we have .lim 0xAxA nn ττ =

∞→
 Therefore, for 

( ),∗∗ ∈ ADx  we have 

∗
∞→→

∗
→

= xxAxxA nn
,limlim,lim

000 ττττ
 

∗
∞→→

= xxA nn
,limlim

0 ττ
 

( ) ∗
→∞→

∗ xxA nn
,limlim

0 ττ
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( ) ∗
∞→

∈ xAxADx nnn ,lim  

∗∗
∞→

= xAxnn
,lim  

.,0
∗∗= xAx  

Now, we define the following linear functionals ( ) 0>ττL  defined on ∗X  

by 

( ).with,,: 00 AFxxxAxL ∈= ∗∗
ττ  

One has 

∗∗ = xxAxL ,0ττ  

( ) ∗−
= xxx ,00

τ
τT  

( ) ,0
∗≤ xx AF  

which implies that ( )C;∗∈ XL Lτ  is uniformly bounded. Since the 

condition (H) is equivalent to ( )∗AD  is dense in ∗X  and ∗
→

xLττ 0
lim  exists 

for all ( ),∗∗ ∈ ADx  the uniform boundedness theorem implies that 
∗

→
xLττ 0

lim  exists for all ∗x  in .∗X  

The proof is completed by justifying the above interchange of limit 

operations ( ).∗  Indeed, for ,0>τ  we have 

( ) ∗

∈

∗

∈
−

−
=− xAxxxxAxxA n

nn
n

nn
n

,sup,sup
τ

τ
τ

T
NN

 

( ) ∗∗
∗∗∗

∈
−

−
= xAxxxn

n τ
τT

N
,sup  
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( ) ∗∗
∗∗∗

∈
−

−
≤ xAxxxn

n τ
τT

N
sup  

( ) ,∗∗
∗∗∗
−

−
≤ xAxxM

τ
τT  

for some .0>M  

Now the fact that ( )∗∗ ∈ ADx  and that ( ( )) 0≥
∗

ttT  is a semigroup-0C  

on ,∗X  we obtain 

.0,suplim
0

=− ∗

∈→
xAxxA nn

n
ττ N

 

 

The following result is a direct combination of Proposition 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.4. 

Proposition 3.5. Let X, Y be Banach spaces and A generate a              
semigroupC -0  T  on X satisfying (H) and ( )YXC ,1L∈  be an observation 

operator. Then we have 

( ) ( ).LwCDAF ⊂  

Now we state the main result of this paper. 

Theorem 3.6. Every posedwellLp --  linear system l∑  on ( )YXU ,,  

( )∞<≤ p1  with condition (H) and its associated control operator 

( ( ))1, −∈ AFUBl L  is weakly regular. 

Proof. Since ( ( ))1, −∈ AFUBl L  and ( ) ( ( ) ( ))AFAFAsR ,, 11 −− ∈ L  

for all ( ),As ρ∈  we obtain ( ) ( )., 1 AFUBAsR l ⊂−  Appealing to 

Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 2.4, we deduce that l∑  is weakly regular. 
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Remark 3.7. For the posed-well-1L  linear systems, the situation is 

different since their weak regularity was been proved early in               
[20, Theorem 5.6.6] by an entirely different method and without the 

condition (H). Thanks to Proposition 3.2, for every posed-well-1L  linear 

systems, we have ( ( )),, 1−∈ AFUBl L  so if we can dispense of the 

condition (H), then Theorem 3.6 may constitutes an extension and a new 
proof of [20, Theorem 5.6.6]. 

4. Applications 

4.1. Application to boundary control systems 

Consider 

(1) three Banach spaces ,, XX ∂  and U, called the state, boundary, 

and control space, respectively; 

(2) a closed, densely defined system operator ( ) ;: XXADA mm →⊆  

(3) a boundary operator ( ( ) );, XADQ m ∂∈ L  

(4) a boundary control operator ( )., XUB ∂∈∂ L  

For these operators and spaces and a control function pLu loc∈  

( )U,+R  and ,0 Xx ∈  we consider the abstract Cauchy problem with 

boundary control system 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )











=

≥=

≥=

∂

,0

,0,

,0,

0xx

ttuBtQx

ttxAtx m

 (4.1) 

coupled with the observation equation 

( ) ( ),tKxty =   (4.2) 

where ( ( ) )YADK m ,L∈  and Y is an other Banach (output) space. 
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In order to investigate (4.1), we make the following assumption 
ensuring in particular that the uncontrolled abstract Cauchy problem, 
i.e., (4.1) with ,0=∂B  is well-posed. 

In the spirit of Greiner’s approach [22] and based on some results in 
[10], we assume 

(H1) There is a norm m  on ( )mAD  such that ( ( ) )mmm ADX ,: =  

is a complete space, which is continuously embedded into X and 
( )., XXA mm L∈  

(H2) The operator QmAA ker:=  defined as the restriction of mA  to 

ker Q generates a strongly continuous semigroup ( ( )) 0≥ttT  on a non-

reflexive X. 

(H3) The boundary operator ( ) XADQ m ∂→:  is onto. 

Under these assumptions, the following properties have been shown 
by [22, Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3]: 

(1) For each ( ) ( ) ( ) ( );ker, mm AADADA −λ⊕=ρ∈λ  

(2) ( )mAQ −λker  is invertible and the operator ( ( ) ) :: 1
ker

−
−λλ = mAQQ  

( ) XAX m ⊆−λ→∂ ker  is bounded; 

(3) ( ( ))mADQQP L∈= λλ :  is a projection onto ( )mA−λker  along 

( );AD  

(4) ( ) ( ) ( ) µλµλ λ=−
µ−λ

=µ QARQQQAR ,1,  for all ( ) .,, µ≠λρ∈µλ A   

The operator λQ  is called the Dirichlet operator and we have 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).foron11 AADQQAAA mm ρ∈λ−λ=− λ−−   (4.3) 
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By defining the operators ,: ∂λλ = BQB  we obtain an explicit 
representation of the boundary control system (4.1) as follows: 

( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )

( )





=

≥λ+−= λλ

.0

,0,

0xx

ttuBtuBtxAtx
 (4.4) 

Using (4.3), in the bigger space ,1−X  the last system can be rewritten in 
the form 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )





=

≥−λ+= λ−−

,0

,0,

0

11

xx

ttuBAtxAtx
 (4.5) 

when the control operator ( ) λ−−λ BA 1  does not depend on the choice of 
( )Aρ∈λ  accordingly to (4). 

By a mild solution of (4.5), we mean a continuous function ( )tx  on 
[ ]T,0  satisfying (variation of parameters formula) 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )dssuBAstxttx
t

λ−− −λ−+= ∫ 11
0

0: TT  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .
0

10 dssuBstAxt
t

λ− −−λ+= ∫ TT  (4.6) 

Remark that solution of (4.5) is always well-defined in .1−X  In              
[10, Proposition 2.7], it was proved that a classical solution of (4.4) which 
means that ( ) ( )uxxx ,, 0⋅=⋅  is continuously differentiable in X and 
( ) ( )mADtx ∈  satisfying (4.1) is also a mild solution. 

In order to obtain from (4.5) solutions having values in X, we impose 
the following strong assumption concerning the behaviour of λQ  for large 
λ  (see [6]): 

(H4) There exist c,0λ  such that 

( ) ,.
0, λ−λ

≤∂λ
cQ XXL  

for all .0λ>λ  
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On can see that the boundary system (4.1)-(4.2) is equivalent to the 
following distributed parameter system: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )





=

=≥−λ+= λ−−

,

,0,0, 011

tCxty

xxttuBAtxAtx
 (4.7) 

with ,: KiC =  where i is the canonical injection from ( )AD  to ( ).mAD  

We are now ready to state the following result: 

Proposition 4.1. Assume that (H1)-(H4) are satisfied. If ( ( )) 0≥ttT  

satisfies condition (H) and that the observation operator ( )T,, YXC pO∈  

for some ,1 ∞<≤ p  then the triple ( ( ) )CBAA ,, 1 λ−−λ  generates a 

weakly regular posedwellLp --  linear system on .,, YUX  

Proof. It is well-known that condition (H4) is equivalent to mX  is 

continuously embedded into ( )AF  (see [7]), which in turns equivalent to 

Range [( ) ] ( )11 −λ− ⊆−λ AFBA  implying that the control operator 

( ) ( )T,,1 XUBA qA∈−λ λ−  for all ∞<≤ q1  and in particular for 

.pq =  The fact that C is admissible-pL  for some ,1 ∞<≤ p  it remains 

only to construct an input-output operator associated to the triple 
( ( ) ),,, 1 CBAA λ−−λ  which becomes weakly regular accordingly to 

Theorem 3.6. Thanks to the [8, Lemma 3.4], for all ( ),,,1
loc UWu p +∈ R  we 

have ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).110
AFdssuBAst

t
∈−λ− λ−−∫ T  Appealing to Proposition 3.5, 

the following linear operator: 

( ) pp YUW loc
,1

loc ,: →+
∞ RL  

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ,: 11
0

dssuBAsCuu Lw λ−−
⋅

∞ −λ−⋅=⋅ ∫ TL  (4.8) 

is well defined. 
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Now, using Hölder’s inequality and Fubini’s theorem, one can obtains 

( ) [ ] ( ) [ ] .0allfor,0,0 >≤∞ TuTu TUTY pp κL  

Hence, by the density of ( )UW p ,,1
loc

+R  in ( ),,loc ULp +R  by continuity ∞L  

possess an extension to linear, bounded operator from ( )ULp ,loc
+R  to 

.loc
pY  We denote this extension again by .∞L  Now to verify (2.3), we fix τ  

and define the canonical space {( ) ( ) ( ),,,,: ,1
loc

,1
loc UWUWgfV ppU ++ ×∈= RRτ  

( ) ( ) }.00 == gf τ  This space is dense in ( ) ( )YLUL pp ,, locloc
++ × RR  and 

( )UWgf p ,,1
loc

+∈ R
τ
◊  for all ( ) ., UVgf τ∈  By means of (4.8), the property 

of composition (2.3) holds for ( ) ., UVvu τ∈  Since the concatenation is 

continuous with respect to both terms, it follows by approximation that 

(2.3) holds for all ( ).,, loc ULvu p +∈ R  By the comment after Theorem 2.4, 

the expression (4.8) holds for all u in ( )ULp ,loc
+R  and a.e., .0>t    

4.2. Application to well-posed bilinear systems 

In view of the above results, in this section, we will show that every 
well-posed bilinear system as introduced in [2] with the condition (H) is 
always weakly regular. First of all, let us recall the basic definitions of 
well-posed bilinear systems and formulate some resulting properties, 
which can be found in [2]. Our definitions agree with those given in [2] if 
the reels p and q are not conjugates. 

From now on, the reels p and q are in [ ]∞+,1  and satisfy +< −10 p  

11 ≤−q  remain fixed. When p and q are conjugate ( ),1.,e.i 11 =+ −− qp  

we will write the conjugate q of p as .p  
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Definition 4.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, an ( )qpL , -well-posed 
bilinear system on ( ),, YX  for state space X, control space C  and output 

space Y, is the quadruple ( ),,,, FT ΨΦ=∑ b
b  where 

(i) ( )( ) 0≥= ttTT  and ( ) 0: ≥Ψ=Ψ tt  satisfy (i) and (iii) of Definition 2.1, 

respectively. 

(ii) ( ) 0≥Φ=Φ t
b
t

b  is a family of (bilinear) operators in ( )XX pq ,×CL  

such that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,, yvxutyxvu b
t

bb
t Φ+Φ=





Φ + τ

ττ
τ ◊◊ T  (4.9) 

for any ,,,, pq Xyxvu ∈∈ C  and .0, ≥tτ  

(iii) ( ) 0≥= ttFF  is a family of (bilinear) operators in ( )ppq YX ,×CL  

such that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )),,,,, yvxuxuyxvu t
b

tt FFF +ΦΨ=






+ τ
τ

τ
ττ

τ ◊◊◊  (4.10) 

for any ,,,, pq Xyxvu ∈∈ C  and ,0, ≥tτ  and .00 =F  

By a well-posed bilinear system, we mean a system which is        
( )qpL , -well-posed for some ∞≤≤ qp,1  satisfying the above condition. 

Similarly as in Section 2, tF  can be extended in ( )ppq YU loclocloc ,×CL  to 

∞F  called the extended input/output map of .F  Thus, the operator τF  

are obtained as follows: 0
τ

τ ◊∞= FF  for all 0≥τ  (see [2] for more 

details). 

The composition property (4.10) has the following extension: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )),,,,, yvxuxuyxvu b
∞∞∞∞ +ΦΨ=





 FFF τ

τττ
◊◊◊  

for any ,,,, pq Xyxvu ∈∈ C  and any .0≥τ  
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Proposition 4.3. Every ( )qpL , -well-posed bilinear system 

( )FT ,,, ΨΦ=∑ b
b  for some ∞<< qp,1  has a unique control operator 

( ),; 1−∈ XXBb L  determined by the fact that the state ( )tx  of b∑  defined 

in (1.4) exists and it is given by the following functional equation for (1.2), 
i.e., 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .1
0

0 dssxBsvstxttx b
t

−+= −∫ TT  

This formula is valid for all Xx ∈0  and all pv locC∈  if b∑  is          

( )qpL , -well-posed for some .1 ∞<< p  

In the other words, ( )⋅x  is the strong solution of the equation 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txBtvtAxtx b+=  with initial time zero, initial state ,0x  and 

scalar input function v. The existence of (an admissible) control operator 

bB  for ∞<< p1  associated to ( )bΦ,T  with ,pq =  i.e., for all pv locC∈  

and qXx loc∈  and ,+∈ Rt  one has 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,, 1
0

dssxBsvstxv b
tb

t −=Φ −∫ T  

is proved in [11], and for all ∞<< qp,1  in Maragh et al. [12]. 

In the sequel, we denote by ( )T,, XqpA  the space of all              

( )qp, -admissible control operators for A (or T ). Actually, by saying 

qp,A∈B  ( ),, TX  we means that ( )1, −∈ XXB L  and that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,1
0

XdssBxsvst
t

∈−−∫ T  

for any 0>t  and any ( ) qp Xxv locloc, ×∈ C  (see [11, 1]). 
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We can now state the analogue of Proposition 3.2, which links 
( )T,, XqpA  to extrapolated Favard class and covers a result in [11]. 

More information concerning ( )T,, XppA  can be found in [11]. 

Proposition 4.4 (Proposition 22, [12]). Let X be a Banach spaces and 

A generate a semigroupC -0  T  on X. Then with 11: −− +=α qp  in the 

range ( ],1,0  we have 

( ( )) ( ) ( ( )).,,, 1,1 −
α

− AFXXAFX qp LAL  T  

Remark 4.5. In the case ,pq =  we rediscover ( ) =T,, XppA  

( ( )),, 1−AFXL  which is not depending on p. We note that this result was 

previously proved in [11]. 

Definition 4.6. A well-posed bilinear system ( )FT ,,,: ΨΦ=∑ b
b  is 

called regular if and only if for ,Xx ∈  the following limit exists in Y: 

( ) ( ) ,0,1lim
00

=⊗∞∫ dssx11F
τ

τ τ
 

where x⊗1  (resp., 1) is the constant function on +R  equal to x (resp., 1). 

b∑  is called weakly-regular, if the above limit exists only in the weak 

topology. 

Remark 4.7. To an ( )ppL ,  well-posed bilinear system b∑  on ( ),, YX  

we associate the well-posed linear system ( ( ) ( ))⋅Ψ⋅Φ=∑ ,,,,,: 11 LT b
l  

on ( )YXX ,,  (see [2]), and say that the regularity is equivalent to 

regularity of l∑  in pL  (see [2, Theorem 4.8]). 

In light of Theorem 2.4, we have the following result [2]: 

Theorem 4.8. Let ( )FT ,,, ΨΦ=∑ b
b  be as in Definition 4.2 and bB  

be the control operator associated to ( ),, bΦT  and C be the observation 

operator associated to ( ),, ΨT  then the following statements are equivalent: 
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(i) L∑  is weakly regular (resp., regular). 

(ii) There exists ( )As ρ∈  such that ( ) ( ) ( .,, 1 respCDUBAsR Lwl ⊂−  

( ) ( ))., 1 Ll CDUBAsR ⊂−  

It was been proved in [2] that for ,1 ∞<< p  the regularity implies 

that the output function can be expressed as in (1.2). 

Theorem 4.9 (Theorem 4.11, [2]). Let ( )FT ,,, ΨΦ=∑ b
b  be a 

regular (resp., a weakly regular) bilinear system in ( )ppL ,  on ( )., YX  Let 

bB  be the control operator associated to ( )bΦ,T  and C be the observation 

operator associated to ( )., ΨT  Then, for any ,, loc0
pvXx C∈∈  there is a 

unique solution ( ) ( ) pYXyx loc,, ×∈ +RC  of the functional equations 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )





+Ψ=

Φ+=

∞∞ ,,

,,

0

0

xvxy

xvxttx b
t

F

T
 (4.11) 

such that ( ) ( )LCDtx ∈  ( ( ) ( ))txCtxresp Lw∈.,  for a.e., 0≥t  and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))

( )











=

≥==

+= −−

.0

,0.,..,

,

0

11

xx

teatxCtyresptxCty

XintxBtvtxAtx

LwL

b

 (4.12) 

Combining Theorems 3.6 and 4.8, we receive the following regularity 
result: 

Theorem 4.10. Every ( )ppL , -well-posed bilinear system with 
∞<< p1  with the condition (H) is weakly regular. 

Proof. Let ( )FT ,,, ΨΦ=∑ b
b  be an ( )ppL , -well-posed bilinear 

system on ( )YX ,  and l∑  be the well-posed linear system in pL  on 

( )YXX ,,  associated to b∑  (see Remark 4.7). By virtue of Propositions 
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4.3 and Remark 4.5, we know that there is a unique control operator 

( ( ))1, −∈ AFXBb L  representing the “bilinear” couple ( ),, bΦT  and it is 

exactly the control operator associated to the “linear” couple ( ( )).,1, ⋅ΦbT  

Theorem 3.6 now shows that l∑  is weakly regular and the proof is 

complete.   

Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 may be summarized by saying that every 
( )ppL , -well-posed bilinear systems ( ),1 ∞<< p  which satisfies the 

condition (H) has a representation of the form (1.2). 

Again, if we can dispense of the condition (H), then all ( )ppL , -well-
posed bilinear systems become weakly regular. 
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